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1



ADMINISTRATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES



1.1



Purpose



1.1.1



This Flight Operations Monitoring handbook is produced by the Flight Operations Support Department of AIRBUS, in partnership with AIR FRANCE Flight Safety Department, with CATHAY PACIFIC Corporate Safety Department and with AEROCONSEIL Company. It is intended to serve as a guide to commercial Airline operators to establish and manage their own Flight Operations Monitoring and Safety program. It is not a regulatory approved document and its contents do not supersede any requirements mandated by the State of Registry of the operator’s aircraft, nor does it supersede nor amend AIRBUS’ type specific AFM, FCOM, MMEL documentation nor any other approved documentation.



1.1.2



The contents and guidelines contained in this handbook may be updated without prior notice as and when new in-service recommendations and experiences are relayed to AIRBUS. Enquiries related to this handbook should be addressed to: AIRBUS Line Assistance Department Training and Flight Operations Support Division 5 rue Gabriel Clerc BP33 31707 Blagnac Cedex FRANCE Tel: +33 (0) 5 61 93 20 46 Fax: +33 (0) 5 61 93 22 54 Email: [email protected]



1.1.3



This handbook should be read, where appropriate, in conjunction with: The AIRBUS Operations Policy Manual, chapters 2.03 (Accident Prevention) and JAR-OPS 1 (European Joint Aviation Regulations – Commercial Air Transport (Aeroplanes)). US FARs (United States Federal Aviation Regulations) in all parts applicable to the type of operation. The ICAO Convention, Annex 13 and associated annexes. The Operator’s own Operations Policy Manual. The AIRBUS Flight Safety Manager’s handbook.



1.2



Scope The methods and procedures described in this handbook have been compiled from experience gained in the successful development and management of Flight Operations Monitoring programs in commercial airlines. The aim is to give basic rules enabling an operator to implement a cost effective Flight Operations Monitoring system.
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2



FLIGHT OPERATIONS MONITORING CONCEPT



2.1



Background to Airbus Flight Operations Monitoring As shown in later chapters, the benefits of a Flight Operations Monitoring program can stretch right across an airline, beyond just operations and engineering into the commercial and financial departments. However, the primary purpose of a Flight Operations Monitoring program is to reduce the risk of flight operations incidents or accidents. Accidents are not normally the result of a single failure or error. In a complex activity such as airline operations there are many processes which can go wrong, whether caused by system failure or human mistakes, leading to minor errors which by themselves are not dangerous. Accidents normally occur when a series of these errors continue unchecked and coincide to cause a catastrophe. If any one of the errors had been corrected, then the “error chain” would have been broken and the accident avoided, using the words of the error-chain-accident concept created by Professor James Reason. These “latent causes” lurk beneath the surface in all operations. It is essential for all airline management to be aware that these potential dangers exist, make positive efforts to detect any possible “precursors” that might lead to future accidents, and deal with them effectively. This is best achieved through a Flight Operations Monitoring Program, which should be designed to: Detect precursors, latent causes or threats. Identify the reasons behind them. Implement preventative measures. Confirm the measures to be effective. The three main complementary systems recommended by AIRBUS to achieve such a comprehensive Flight Operations Monitoring System are AIRFASE, LOAS and AIRS:



2.1.1 Flight Data Monitoring (FDM) - AIRBUS/TELEDYNE AIRFASE Flight Data Monitoring systems act directly on the data recorded in the aircraft. Modern FDM systems can record practically every sensor in the aircraft, and retrieval rates of 95% are normally achieved using Optical Recorders/OQARs and PCMCIA/PC cards as recording media. FDM is thus currently the most powerful monitoring tool, providing complete, accurate and objective flight safety data that can cover all flights within an airline, with risk events being detected automatically. Otherwise airlines have to rely on the initiative of individuals to report events, and management may well be ignorant of serious “latent causes” until there is damage to an aircraft or some other significant incident. The information generated by FDM systems can been used in many ways: Detailed studies on individual events, statistics showing risk trends and quantitative data, unstable approaches, highlighting problems with ATC, specific airports, individual aircraft performance, GPWS TCAS and other warnings, unsuitable procedures for aircraft structural life or the airport noise environment, extreme weather conditions which may be outside the aircraft’s design criteria, etc. As so much of FDM impacts directly upon the crews, it is absolutely essential that any Flight Data Monitoring system is set up in complete agreement with the whole flight crew community. The FDM system recommended by AIRBUS is the AIRFASE which is described more fully in Section 2.4.1. -5-
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However, FDM systems have their limitations – notably that although they give an accurate display of what happened they cannot necessarily indicate why it happened. Each significant event must also be verified by an aircraft type qualified crew member who also knows the route environment. Only such a person can confirm whether the event was part of a normal procedure like a circling approach, or that there was really a potential risk of a serious incident requiring action. Even then the event cannot be properly assessed without a discussion with the crew. FDM systems cannot detect certain events like navigational errors and air proximity incidents, which must rely on human reports. Nor can it indicate the various problems and threats that the crew have to face on most flights like weather, ATC and communication difficulties and frustrations, perhaps even passenger disruptions, etc. More importantly, FDM cannot assess the crews’ capability in dealing with these threats and the Human Factors skills displayed on the flight deck. These can only be assessed by crew observation from within the cockpit in flight. 2.1.2



Analysis of In Flight Observations of Crew and System Performance – AIRBUS LOAS An automatic Flight Data Monitoring system, such as AIRFASE, reproduces exactly what happened throughout every flight, but in flight observations can tell why. Ideally, a Flight Operations Monitoring system includes a system which can always establish why, by monitoring crew behavior on the flight deck, highlighting the problems or threats they encounter and how they deal with them, ATC performance, relationship with cabin crew, capability of ground support, etc. The results can be analyzed to help establish why events occur, what weaknesses exist in the whole operational system, and the necessary improvements made. Such a system is not normally achievable on many flights at present, and certainly not with anything approaching the 95% monitoring coverage of an FDM system. However LOAS has been created to allow In Flight Crew Reports made by observers to be recorded on worksheets using suitable Keywords and stored in a database. These Observations should be taken from as wide a source as possible, preferably made by an observer additional to the crew and whose presence does not influence their operational behavior. (Regulations require that all crew members must be Line Checked, normally annually by being observed by a qualified Check Captain. The flights can be part of LOAS, however not only is this a small sample, but crews might behave differently to normal because they are under check.) Airline resources would not normally allow extra flight crews as observers on many routine flights. However on routes where difficulties are known to exist, for example if significant AIRFASE events had been triggered, LOAS observer flights should be scheduled to establish the cause of the problems. LOAS Keywords may also be used with training reports both on the simulator and in line operation. In this way a worthwhile database can be built up to include items such as possible confusion over aircraft systems and instrumentation, crew CRM issues, etc. LOAS is similar in concept to the surveys carried out under LOSA  – Line Operational Safety Audit – developed by the University of Texas, and supported by ICAO. To give airlines the benefit of compatibility of both projects, the relevant items in the LOAS worksheets are printed in the format used by LOSA, Copyright  The University of Texas at Austin 2001. See Section 2.4.2 for further details of LOAS and LOSA .



 Copyright: The University of Texas at Austin 2001
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2.1.3



Analysis of Reports submitted by Flight Crews – AIRS (Aircrew Incident Report System) Accurate and comprehensive Flight Crew Reports are a fundamental part of any flight safety program, which need to be stored and analyzed to establish any risks that may exist, and for remedial action to be taken as necessary. This can be illustrated by the following incident: A four-engine airliner was cruising at Flight Level 350, in light turbulence. Suddenly, engine 2 was shut down by the fuel switch being put to cutoff. The crew Air Safety Report, explained that the sun visor from the captain’s side fell off and struck the No2 fuel control switch, moving it to cutoff. Instant relight was unsuccessful. Later the manufacturer confirmed that several similar cases had been reported by other operators. The AIRS (Aircraft Incident Reporting System, part of the British Airways Safety Information System - BASIS) software stores such reports in a suitable form to enable the essential safety analysis to be made. In addition to handling the mandatory Air Safety Reports, that are legally required to be filed for an incident such as the one above, AIRS also includes a module for Human Factors Reports. Crews are encouraged to submit HFRs, which are voluntary and confidential, whenever they encounter Human Factors problems in any part of the operation. An example of a Human Factors item discovered during simulator training: During a Go Around, the pilot did not rotate the aircraft to a high enough pitch attitude. The airspeed increased rapidly into the flap over-speed warning strip on the airspeed indicator, shown by a red and black “barbers pole”, and the visual and aural master warnings were triggered. Instead of pitching up to decrease speed, the pilot pitched down which further increased the speed. The other pilot had to intervene to pitch the aircraft up, to reduce the speed below the flap limit and cancel the warnings. In discussion after the session, the pilot explained that he was confused by the master warning sounds and flashing lights. As the indicated airspeed was running up into the prominent red and black flap over-speed tape coming down from the top of the instrument, he instinctively pushed down to get away from the warning tape, forgetting his basic airmanship that this would simply increase speed. A HFR report entered in the AIRS database will alert the industry to this possible confusion.



2.1.4



Threats Covered by Flight Operations Monitoring, and those left Uncovered As has been mentioned, a multitude of safety threats constantly lurk in all areas of airline operations, involving factors such as aircraft design, mechanical failure and human behavior which should be capable of management, through to weather conditions which may be outside any form of control at present. It is therefore essential to have several complementary tools in a Flight Operations Monitoring System to try to cover as many of these threats as possible, but even then some threats will remain uncovered. This can be seen in the following graphic:
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The outer rectangle represents all threats, with various shapes showing the coverage of individual systems. Note that some areas of the rectangle remain uncovered, illustrating that some threats or latent causes may remain undetected even using all the current tools.



ASR FDM FDM CREW OBSERVATION



HFR SURVEY SURVEY



Partial Coverage of the Total Threat Rectangle by Current Safety Systems Surveys, Flight Data Monitoring, Crew Observation, Air Safety Reports, Human Factors Reporting



2.1.5



European Experience in Flight Data Monitoring The AIRBUS FOM package consists of three modules, but as the Flight Data Monitoring element – AIRFASE – is at its core, it is appropriate to give some history of how FDM has reached its present state in Europe. (An FDM program is called FOQA (Flight Operational Quality Assurance) in the United Sates. In order to differentiate between Quality Assurance/Quality System in JAR OPS and the acronym FOQA used by the FAA, the term Flight Data Monitoring will be used in this document.) Flight-Data Recorders (FDRs) can be traced back to wartime use in the early 1940s, and were legally required on civil airliners as crash recorders for accident investigation in the 1960s. Early FDRs recorded the basic parameters required by the mandatory crash recorder: Airspeed, Pressure Altitude, Magnetic Heading, Vertical Acceleration and Pitch Attitude. These parameters were recorded at between .2 and 1 second intervals on a metal wire which was stored around a drum. However the information gained by accident investigations using just this basic information, such as for a UK aircraft accident at LHR in 1965, showed the great value of flight recorded data. As a result, in 1966 it was suggested by the publication Flight International that more use should be made of FDRs in normal service to “monitor pilot approach performance” and that airline managements should be persuaded that “flight recorders aren’t just crash recorders”……”they are pilot training aids”. In the late 1960s the UK CAA sponsored the Civil Airworthiness Air Data Recording Programme (CAADRP), where special recorders were fitted to Comet, B707 and VC10 aircraft. This was to obtain data on autopilot performance, and investigate the possible values of disturbances in extreme weather conditions. Special events were triggered when specific parameters were exceeded in turbulence, and the information was shared with NASA.
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During this period, autoland was being developed, notably on the Caravelle and the Trident, which required new FDRs, separate from the crash recorders, to record the large amounts of data needed for certification of the autoland system in low visibility. The Trident FDR, for example, had data stored in a Quick Access Recorder on the flight deck, which crews would remove after landing to be passed to engineering. FDR data now contained sufficient parameters to be able to monitor flight crew performance effectively, and the UK CAA sponsored the Special Events Search and Master Analysis (SESMA) programme for FDM systems to be developed by British Airways. British Airways has continued to use this as its FDM programme with UK CAA involvement, and still keeps the name SESMA. By the early 1970s, all British Airways’ aircraft were monitored by an FDM programme. (FDR data was used for Cat 2/3 autoland certification for the B747 in 1971-3, and for the L1011/TriStar in 1974-77.) Air France developed its own FDM programme in parallel, and in 1974 took the significant step of obtaining a formal agreement between management and crew organizations to implement a Flight Data Monitoring programme. See Section 3.3 for AIR FRANCE experience. Since the 1970s, both Air France and British Airways have had similar experience and benefits from their FDM programs to those seen by the FAA FOQA 1995-2000 DEMOPROJ and quoted in Section 2.2.4.2. For example: Autoland certification - Safety improvement, regularity in low visibility. Reduced rushed approaches - Speed/altitude “gates” specified on approach. Engine life improvement - From improved autothrust usage, use of Reduced Climb Thrust. Aircraft performance - Establishing individual aircraft corrections for flight planning. Airframe structural benefit - Monitoring 707 flap extension speeds reduced to 200 kts. GPWS development - Elimination of early false GPWS warnings. GPWS monitoring - Evaluating crew reaction to GPWS warnings. Fuel burn & noise reduction - Early descents highlighted, together with early flap and gear extension, causing increase in fuel burn and noise over surrounding environment. Route mileage monitoring - Discouraging deviations for “sight seeing”. Optimization of transition and recurrent training from in service event monitoring. The programs continue today in much the same form, but with modern computing and communications technology the number of parameters monitored has increased from hundreds to over 2,000 with increased sampling rates available, while the total processing time has decreased. More types of events are covered, but whereas the complete analysis used to take some 5 weeks, now most digitally recorded data can be analyzed within a day, and a crew member could then be sent a file to display the event on his home PC.



2.2



Regulatory Requirements Regulatory Authorities, such as the CAAC and JAA require implementation of a quality system to cover Flight Operations Monitoring. Such Authorities provide guidelines for organization and for documentation. Like other requirements, airlines must choose HOW to implement these guidelines and demonstrate to the authorities that the application is in accordance with the guidelines.



2.2.1



ICAO



2.2.1.1 Recent ICAO Highlights Clear safety benefit in those airlines having data analysis programs. Increased use of regional jets with MCTM between 20 and 27 T. These are perceived as those which would benefit the most from the flight safety programmes. -9-
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Data to be used for Flight Safety Purposes only. Data analysis to be NON-PUNITIVE. As there is a wide variety of legal systems, States shall determine protection and Operators shall establish internal safeguards. 2.2.1.2 ICAO Annex 6, Part 1, Amendment 26 Recommended Practices: From 1 January 2002: Operators of an aeroplane of a MCTM in excess of 20 000 kg should establish and maintain a flight data analysis programme as part of its accident prevention and flight safety programme. Standard: From 1 January 2005: An operator of an aeroplane of a MCTM in excess of 27 000 kg shall establish and maintain a flight data analysis programme as part of its accident prevention. However, for the recommended practice, the situation will be re-examined in the future and, if proved useful or necessary, the time limit could be upgraded to a standard. A database was set up using information on civil jet/turboprop aircraft obtained from the Airclaims CASE database: ICAO database setup from Airclaims CASE database Manufacturer Aircraft Type Manufacturer Aircraft Type Manufacturer Airbus Airbus Airbus Airbus Airbus Airbus Airbus Antonov Antonov Antonov BAE Systems BAE Systems BAE Systems



A300 A310 A319 A320 A321 A330 A340 An-72 An-74 An-124 146 RJ Avroliner RLX Avroliner



Boeing Boeing Boeing Boeing Boeing Boeing Boeing Boeing Boeing - MD Boeing - MD Boeing - MD Boeing - MD Boeing - MD Boeing - MD
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707 717 727 737 747 757 767 777 DC-8 DC-9 DC-10 MD-11 MD-80 MD-90



Aircraft Type



British Aerospace 1-11 British Aerospace VC10 Bombardier CRJ700 Bombardier Global Express Fokker F28 Fokker 70 Fokker 100 Gulfstream Gulfstream III Gulfstream Gulfstream IV Gulfstream Gulfstream V Ilyushin Il-76 Lockheed L-1011 TriStar Tupolev Tu-134 Tupolev Tu-154 Yakolev Yak-42
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2.2.2 Chinese Regulations (extracts from CAAC “draft" Regulation on Flight Quality Monitoring Management) Chapter 2 : Equipment and Monitoring Requirement Article 9: Any civil aviation aircraft, which is certified / validated according to CCAR Part 25 “Airworthiness Standard of Transportation Airplane”, Part 29 “Airworthiness Standard of Transportation Rotary-Wing Aircraft”, should install Quick Access Recorder (QAR) or other equipment having the function of quickly accessing records. Chapter 3 : Organization and Personnel Article 16: Airlines should create flight quality monitoring organization. Chapter 4: Operations Article 23: Airlines must establish detailed and feasible flight quality monitoring procedures and rules and regulations and submit them to the regional administration bureau and CAAC Aviation Safety Office on file, respectively. 2.2.3



JAR European Regulations An operator shall establish one Quality System and designate one Quality Manager to monitor compliance with, and the adequacy of, procedures required to ensure safe operational practices and airworthy aeroplanes.



2.2.3.1 JAR OPS 1 subpart B JAR OPS 1.035 Quality system (extract) (See AMC OPS 1.035) a) Compliance monitoring must include a feedback system to the Accountable Manager to ensure corrective action as necessary. b) The Quality System and the Quality Manager must be acceptable to the Authority. c) Notwithstanding sub-paragraph (a) above, the Authority may accept the nomination of two Quality Managers, one for operations and one for maintenance, provided that the operator has designated one Quality Management Unit to ensure that the Quality System is applied uniformly throughout the entire operation. JAR OPS 1.037 Accident prevention and Flight Safety Programme An operator shall establish an accident prevention and flight safety program, which may be integrated with the Quality System, including: 1. Programs to achieve and maintain risk awareness by all persons involved in operations 2. Evaluation of relevant information relating to accidents and incidents and the promulgation of related information. JAR OPS IEM 1.037 Accident Prevention and Flight Safety Programme 1. Guidance material for the establishment of a safety programme can be found in: a. ICAO Doc 9422 (Accident Prevention Manual) and b. ICAO Doc 9376 (Preparation of an Ops’ Manual). Where available, use may be made of analysis of flight data recorder information (See also JAROPS 1.160(c).)
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2.2.3.2



Information from JAA FDM Conference, Lisbon, November 2001



2.2.3.2.1



JAA Operators Known to have Implemented Flight Data Monitoring Programmes JAA Operators with known FDM Programmes - November 2001 Country Operator Aircraft No Czech Republic Czech Republic Finland Finland



CSA Fischer Air Air Botnia Finnair All operators required to have a France Flight Data Monitoring programme Germany Lufthansa Ireland Aer Lingus Italy Alitalia Moldova Air Moldova Moldova Renan Moldova Valan Scandinavia SAS Netherlands KLM Royal Dutch Airlines Norway Braathens Poland LOT - Polish Airlines Portugal TAP - Air Portugal Romania TAROM Slovenia Adria Airways Spain Air Europa Spain Iberia Switzerland Swissair United Kingdom Air 2000 United Kingdom Airtours International United Kingdom bmi british midland United Kingdom Britannia Airways United Kingdom British Airways United Kingdom British Midland Commuter United Kingdom GB Airways United Kingdom Go United Kingdom KLM UK United Kingdom Maersk Air Ltd United Kingdom Monarch Airlines United Kingdom Royal Air Force United Kingdom Virgin Atlantic Airways United Kingdom UK operators - total aircraft European Operators - approximate total number of aircraft
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25 3 9 57 app 460 239 35 147 23 6 2 156 97 33 36 34 15 7 24 158 76 29 33 44 32 259 7 10 14 25 10 22 38 31 554 2196
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2.2.3.2.2



French DGAC France is the only JAA country that has a Flight Data Monitoring Requirement. 1987: legal obligation for aircraft > 40 tonnes and flight crew > 2 (statistical analysis). 20 January 1992, A320 Mont St Odile crash into Strasbourg. Recommendations of the board of investigation to develop analysis systems for recorded flight parameters. Adoption of JAR OPS 1 into French legal framework as “arrêté OPS 1”, including a national variant : paragraph 1.037. 1st January 2000: Obligation to set up a Flight Data Monitoring system (> 10 tonnes / 20 pax): Detailed analysis of critical events. Specific provisions for the system to be confidential and anonymous.



2.2.3.2.3



UK CAA Origins in 1960’s Research program: CAADRP - the Civil Aircraft Airworthiness Data Recording Programme. 1970-2 Development of SESMA event detection program - CAA concept developed jointly with British Airways. Continued close co-operation with BA. Special projects with other Operators. UK CAA supports adoption of systematic FDM. The benefits are much greater when integrated within a Safety Management System. Although operators have internal issues to be resolved, it has been demonstrated to work effectively. CAA uses the data to : Continue improving FDM techniques. Give informed advice and guidance to operators. Give support for the UK’s Mandatory Occurrence Reporting Scheme/ASR. Assist the formulation of airworthiness and operational requirements. Amendment of UK Legislation concerning The Air Navigation Order: “With effect from 1 January 2005 Operators of aeroplanes of a Maximum Certificated TakeOff Mass in excess of 27,000 kg shall establish and maintain a flight data analysis programme.” A Civil Aviation Publication (CAP) - will include details of what a flight data analysis programme is, what it should contain and how it should be implemented and controlled. Operators would then include details of their programme in their operations manual.
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2.2.4



United States FAA Flight Operations Monitoring is not yet mandatory in the US, but the FAA has been sponsoring FOM projects and encouraging its use. The results of the DEMOPROJ trials shown below are similar to those found earlier by several European Authorities and operators shown in Section 2.1.4.



2.2.4.1 FAA FOM History In 1995 the FAA issued the first draft of an advisory circular (AC120-FOQA) related to Flight Operations Quality Assurance, in due course amending 14 CFR part 13 “Investigate and enforcement procedures”, by adding Subpart I : “Flight Operational Quality Assurance Program: prohibition against use of data for punitive enforcement purposes”. This rulemaking being to encourage the voluntary implementation of Flight Operations Monitoring programs in US airlines. 1995-2000 DEMOPROJ FOQA trial run with 4 major US carriers. In December 1998, Flight Operations Monitoring Policy Statement stated that: “The FAA therefore finds that encouraging the voluntary implementation of Flight Operations Monitoring programs by US operators is in the public interest.” In June 2001 the FAA issued a rule to protect voluntary provided information from disclosure in order to encourage data sharing programs such as FOQA. On the 30th Oct 2001, FAA issued a rule to protect the data collected under Airline FOQA programs from FAA enforcement action, except in criminal or deliberate cases. The enforcement protection applies only to airlines with an FAA approved program. Currently 10 airlines have FAA approved FOQA programs . 2.2.4.2 1995-2000 FOQA Demonstration Study Results (DEMOPROJ) Analysis of FOQA data has indicated that for domestic operations to major US cities, the frequency of approaches for which the rate of descent exceeds 1000 feet per minute at 500 feet descent height is generally much higher than was realized previously. Analysis further determined that there is a correlation between the frequency of unstable approaches and specific airport in correcting a long-standing problem at one such location. FOQA data also have indicated that the manufacturer’s recommended maximum speed for a given flap setting in a given aircraft type is exceeded more frequently than had been realized previously. Although pilots have been required to monitor and report the occurrence of flap exceedances for many years, flight crewmembers can miss them because they can occur for very brief intervals during the busy approach-to-landing phases of flight. Analysis of FOQA data suggests that more emphasis on the safe and proper execution of visual approach maneuvers is needed. This result is of interest since the emphasis in pilot training programs previously has been primarily on the execution of instrument approach procedures. FOQA data indicated, however, that few performance problems are occurring with instrument approaches. Results from the demonstration study at one airline have indicated that the modification of recurrent training content to better emphasize the visual approach has produced quantifiable improvements in individual performance on that maneuver during line operations. FOQA data have provided a hitherto unavailable means of establishing a database of TCAS alerts, and of documenting specific aircraft responses to the occurrence of TCAS events. This type of hard data is essential to the integration of TCAS technology with air traffic control modernization. FOQA data from two airlines, related to the impact of wind gusts, turbulence, and landing on airframe lifespan integrity, has proven to be invaluable for use by the FAA for the purpose of updating airframe certification standards. - 14 -
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FOQA data acquired by one airline have documented that auto throttle performance in one aircraft type was not in accordance with the manufacturer’s specification, and that this circumstance was responsible for chronic engine temperature exceedances in that aircraft type. This information, which had not been available until the implementation of Flight Operations Monitoring in that aircraft type, was successfully employed by the airline to modify takeoff power setting procedures in order to compensate the auto throttle deficiency, as well as to initiate communications with the manufacturer targeted at correcting the problem. As a result, the airline was able to achieve savings from fewer engine removals, as well as increased aircraft availability, for that aircraft type. This is a list of cost saving programs achievable through Flight Operations Monitoring: Engine on wing extension programs Detection of out of trim conditions Improved fuel management Reduced hard landing inspections Brake wear reduction And insurance premium reductions 2.2.4.3 FAA Regulatory Oversight Includes Benefits for Airlines with FOQA Programs The FAA instituted the Air Transport Oversight System (ATOS) for 10 major airlines. This new approach to how an airline assumes regulatory compliance and resolution of safety concerns is revolutionary in that it relies on geographical inspectors to monitor airlines. The FAA has stated that airlines with FOQA programs will require less oversight due to the FAA’s confidence that those airlines have a better control of their day-to-day flight operations 2.2.4.4 FAA Monitoring of Approaches GPS/RNP Approaches to Low Minima The FAA is considering approval of airlines using GPS/RNP approaches to be able to operate to lower minima, after analysing a minimum number of successful approaches through a Flight Data Monitoring system.
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2.3 2.4



AIRBUS Policy for Support of Flight Operations Monitoring It has always been, and remains the policy of AIRBUS to reduce risks of incidents and accidents by: Providing means to assist airlines enhance their safety culture and to improve their safety standards. Gathering operational data which can be analyzed to improve the AIRBUS product, specifically: − Aircraft design − Standard Operating Procedures − Training content and standards These goals can be achieved in two main ways:



2.4.1 Providing Airlines with the “Flight Operations Monitoring” Package which contains: The AIRBUS Flight Operations Monitoring software tools: AIRFASE - Flight Data Monitoring analysis system LOAS - Analysis of Reports made by Observers In Flight AIRS - Analysis of Mandatory and Voluntary Reports made by Crew Members Related documentation, training and assistance for implementation of this package. Additional services and operational assistance if necessary for continued use of the systems. 2.4.2 Implementation of Data and Information Sharing between AIRBUS and airlines for: Improvement of AIRBUS aircraft, SOPs and training Feedback to the Airlines on lessons-learned in Safety and Flight operations monitoring The final objective of AIRBUS is to enable every airline, whatever its size or experience, to achieve the highest level of flight safety by providing suitable tools and appropriate assistance. This is illustrated in the following graphic.
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AIRBUS Recommendation and Support for a Flight Operations Monitoring Program:



Systems: AIRFASE Analysis of Automatically Recorded Aircraft Data LOAS Analysis of Reports made by Observers of Crews In Flight AIRS Analysis Mandatory and Voluntary Reports made by Crews Documentation: Flight Operations Monitoring Handbook Efficient use of Flight Data Monitoring Flight Safety Manager’s Handbook



to show WHAT to show WHY to show WHY



This document – for the complete FOM Program General information on Flight Data Monitoring Integration of FOM into a Flight Safety Department



Appropriate Assistance: 1. Pre planning: Together with individual airline, assess the organization and capability of the current Safety Department, and agree the equipment and personnel necessary to implement a Flight Operations Monitoring System. (For more details See Chapter 3.) 2. Implementation: Provide technical assistance to install and set up the computer systems, and operational personnel to assist with event analysis, risk assessment and appropriate remedial action. 3. Continuing Support: Provide technical and/or operational assistance as and when required.
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2.5



Components of a Flight Operations Monitoring Program To be completely effective, a Flight Operations Monitoring Program must include: Tools for detection of deviations from operational standards, especially highlighting “precursors” that could lead to accidents if unchecked. Analysis systems to indicate safety trends and assess the safety risk status of the operator. Methods for taking corrective action and confirming effectiveness when implemented. The AIRBUS FOM package contains 3 software tools, AIRFASE, LOAS and AIRS, which run on PCs:



2.5.1



AIRFASE Flight Data Monitoring tool, which: Records exactly what happened during each flight, using Quick Access Flight Data Recorders (Optical recorders/OQARs or PCMCIA/PC cards) fitted to the aircraft. Processes the data extracted from the Flight Data Recorder, measures deviations from a standard flight path, and creates Events associated to any deviations. Correlates the data for trend analysis, from which reports can be created which can be displayed graphically for operational assessment. Presents the progress of the flight on a PC screen that can be easily understood by those operationally qualified. 3 D view also gives a clear indication of the aircraft situation during the event without the need for piloting knowledge. This allows easy and rapid analysis of events to establish their safety risk, and what action should be taken, if any. This system complies with the Flight Operations Monitoring program specified in JAR-OPS 1.037, and with the FAA requirements. The picture AIRFASE 1 below shows the opening screen after loading a flight into AIRFASE, displaying the flight profile from takeoff to landing and any events detected. Events can then be selected and examined with the relevant parameters automatically displayed, as in the picture AIRFASE 2. Path View draws the approach profile within 8 miles of the runway, giving an immediate indication of the nature of the approach and possible risks. AIRFASE 3 shows the vertical position of the aircraft in Path View at the event in AIRFASE 2. 3 D View shows the aircraft in its current configuration, as seen from another aircraft from almost any angle. AIRFASE 4 clearly shows the risk of a take strike when an aircraft lands with high pitch attitude. In 3D view the distance can be zoomed out so the complete approach profile can be seen in 3 dimensions, as in AIRFASE 5. Pilots’ views from the cockpit can also be selected. Besides investigating individual events, the main value in Flight Data Monitoring comes from trend analysis of the frequency of many type of events. AIRFASE is capable of producing suitable reports to support this essential activity, as in AIRFASE 6.
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AIRFASE 1 – Opening Screen Shows Flight Profile from Take-off to Landing and Events Detected



AIRFASE 2 – Event Selected and Relevant Parameters automatically displayed in the Lower panel
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AIRFASE 3 – Path View Showing Approach Profile at the Time of the Event



AIRFASE 4 – 3 D View Clearly Showing High Risk of Tail Strike on Landing
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AIRFASE 5 – 3D View Zoomed out to show Complete Approach Profile



Example of case to document with crew reporting



Information coming from statistical reports



AIRFASE 6 – Example of AIRFASE Report
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2.5.2



Analysis of In Flight Observations of Crew and System Performance – AIRBUS LOAS An automatic Flight Data Monitoring system, such as AirFASE, reproduces exactly what happened throughout every flight, but in flight observations can tell why. Ideally, a Flight Operations Monitoring system includes a system which can always establish why, by monitoring crew behavior on the flight deck, highlighting the problems or threats they encounter and how they deal with them, ATC performance, relationship with cabin crew, capability of ground support, etc. The results can be analyzed to help establish why events occur, what weaknesses exist in the whole operational system, and the necessary improvements made. Such a system is not normally achievable on many flights at present, and certainly not with anything approaching the 95% monitoring coverage of an FDM system. However LOAS has been created to allow In Flight Crew Reports made by observers to be recorded on worksheets using suitable Keywords and stored in a database. These Observations should be taken from as wide a source as possible, preferably made by an observer additional to the crew and whose presence does not influence their operational behavior. (Regulations require that all crew members must be Line Checked, normally annually by being observed by a qualified Check Captain. The flights can be part of LOAS, however not only is this a small sample, but crews might behave differently to normal because they are under check.) Airline resources would not normally allow extra flight crews as observers on many routine flights. However on routes where difficulties are known to exist, for example if significant AirFASE events had been triggered, LOAS observer flights should be scheduled to establish the cause of the problems. LOAS Keywords may also be used with training reports both on the simulator and in line operation. In this way a worthwhile database can be built up to include items such as possible confusion over aircraft systems and instrumentation, crew CRM issues, etc. LOAS is similar in concept to the surveys carried out under LOSA  – Line Operational Safety Audit – developed by the University of Texas, and supported by ICAO. To give airlines the benefit of compatibility of both projects, the relevant items in the LOAS worksheets are printed in the format used by LOSA, Copyright  The University of Texas at Austin 2001. See Section 2.4.2 for further details of LOAS and LOSA .



 Copyright: The University of Texas at Austin 2001
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2.5.3



Providing Airlines with the “Flight Operations Monitoring” Package which contains: The AIRBUS Flight Operations Monitoring software tools: AirFASE - Flight Data Monitoring analysis system LOAS - Analysis of Reports made by Observers In Flight AIRS - Analysis of Mandatory and Voluntary Reports made by Crew Members Related documentation, training and assistance for implementation of this package. Additional services and operational assistance if necessary for continued use of the systems.



2.6



Components of a Flight Operations Monitoring Program To be completely effective, a Flight Operations Monitoring Program must include: Tools for detection of deviations from operational standards, especially highlighting “precursors” that could lead to accidents if unchecked. Analysis systems to indicate safety trends and assess the safety risk status of the operator. Methods for taking corrective action and confirming effectiveness when implemented. The AIRBUS FOM package contains 3 software tools, AirFASE, LOAS and AIRS, which run on PCs:



2.6.1



LOAS (Line Operations Assessment System) Analysis of Observation Reports on Crews LOAS has been created to provide the same type of analytical information as AirFASE from in flight Observation Reports, on crews and all other parts of the operation, to show why events occur, and so to support the comprehensive information from AirFASE which indicates so clearly what has happened. The LOAS worksheets used for recording observations, give guidance on assessments targets in the various flight phases to try to ensure standard grading.



1 2 3 4 S.O.P. Ground Handling



All flight desk tasks were performed according to SOPs. Call-outs were made and checklists performed correctly at the right time. SOPs were well known and duly performed by the crew at all times. Pushback and Taxi were conducted sensibly with regard to safety, passenger comfort and aircraft systems. Appropriate separation with other traffic was maintained. Kept well within boundaries of taxiways. Speed and thrust were appropriate for surface conditions, brakes and tires.



All aspects of the operation are assessed whenever possible, not simply the crew performance in the cockpit, but including Cabin Crew, ground support, ATC, weather information, etc. Adverse grades of 1 and 2 require a Keyword to be assigned. The grading and Keywords are then entered into the database using the LOAS software.



Contingency Management ID 12 13 14



Keyword Effective threat management strategies Anticipation All available resources used
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LOAS can then analyze the data and produce reports that are similar in presentation to those of AirFASE, as shown in LOAS 1. This can provide a more complete picture of the airline’s operational safety situation, than only using AirFASE information.



LOAS 1 – Report produced by LOAS software tool, using database of In Flight Observation Reports The source of the observations should be as wide and continuous as possible. Suitable Keywords could allow data to be taken from all operational activities including simulator and line training, This would create a database from which analysis could give insights into items such as: CRM behavior Application and suitability of SOPs Aircraft systems design Cabin crew interface Operations support Route infrastructure
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2.6.1.1



LOSA (Line Operational Safety Audit) developed by the University of Texas. LOAS is similar in concept to LOSA  - Line Operational Safety Audit - developed by Professor Robert Helmreich of the University of Texas, and supported by ICAO. To ensure compatibility for those airlines who might wish to take advantage of both projects when carrying out observations, the LOAS worksheets contain the LOSA  recording information in shaded areas, together with University of Texas copyright. The difference in application is that LOSA  observations are made during a specified period agreed with the airline to be audited. Observers need not be qualified crew members, but all are trained to be unobtrusive in order to try and witness as normal an operation as possible. After the observation period, the University of Texas analyses the data, and presents their findings to the airline for their action. On the other hand, LOAS is intended to be on going, building up a database from assessments in all areas – from training as well line operations, even in simulators – using common Keywords. From analysis of this data, reasons may emerge for events triggered in AirFASE, besides highlighting weaknesses in other areas such as aircraft design, ground support, ATC, etc. For more information about the LOSA  program, contact: Robert L. Helmreich, PhD, FRAeS University of Texas Human Factors Project The University of Texas at Austin 1609 Shoal Creek Blvd, Suite 101, Austin, TX 78712 Ph: 512-480-9997, Fax: 512-480-0234 Website: www.psy.utexas.edu/psy/helmrich



 Copyright: The University of Texas at Austin 2001
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2.6.2



AIRS (Aircraft Incident Reporting System) Analysis of Crew Generated Reports Crews are required to file mandatory Air Safety Reports (also referred to as Mandatory Occurrence Reports) whenever certain failures and/or incidents occur, such as an engine fire. Certain companies specify a larger range of events to be reported than those legally required by their National Airworthiness Authority. Crews are also encouraged to file voluntary, confidential reports about any Human Factors problems they encounter, whether or not associated with an incident. AIRS is part of the British Airways Safety Information System (BASIS) developed by British Airways to analyze these reports, in order better to understand the man-machine (Human Factors) events that occur in aircraft operations. AIRS Includes 2 modules: Air Safety Reports (ASR). Human Factor Reports (HFR) The AIRS software: Stores completed questionnaires from Flight & Cabin Crew. Analyzes the data to produce Human Factors reports that can identify trends. Highlights specific Human Factors difficulties.



AIRS Stores and Analyses Crews’ Air Safety Reports and Voluntary Human Factors Reports
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2.7



Organization Required for Flight Operations Monitoring Program Section 2.4 describes the components of the Airbus Flight Operations Monitoring System, but even when being considered conceptually, no system is complete without including the people involved. To show a musical analogy:



The flight data recording system is the PIANO, The flight analysis tools are the MUSIC…. But good music requires good MUSICIANS



2.7.1



Flight Operations Monitoring Program Process This principle is especially true of a Flight Data Monitoring system that involves disciplines and expertise across nearly all airline departments, which must work together harmoniously to achieve the maximum benefits from the system. The nature of the Flight Data Monitoring process varies with the areas being covered. For example, aircraft engineering functions such as engine health monitoring can be completed largely automatically without the need for human intervention. In contrast, the major operational function, Flight Event Analysis, at present requires considerable human involvement throughout the process. (Section 5 covers Flight Event Analysis in detail.) This can be seen from the graphic on the next page which shows the process of the Flight Operations Monitoring Program. After the aircraft raw data has been downloaded and filtered automatically, computer experts carry out fine filtering, event detection and initial classification. Flight operational experts who know the aircraft and the route then confirm the validity of the events. LOAS observations and crew created reports in AIRS can be combined with Flight Data Monitoring information generated by AIRFASE to produce information to be considered by the Flight Operations Monitoring Team, sometimes called the Flight Data Review Committee, which reviews and analyzes the information as described in Section 5. Various levels of reports are generated to: Flight Operations Management – Reports related to operational incidents and risk trends for particular aircraft types. Flight Ops Management can take the necessary action to prevent any precursors developing into possible accidents. The effect of these actions can be monitored for effectiveness by the system to “close the loop”. Flight Operations can provide feedback to crews on type specific matters via their fleet newsletters, according to the size of the airline. Air Safety/Quality Departments - Detailed reports covering all aspects of aircraft types, systems and routes. Top Management – Summary of overall safety status. All crews and interested parties - Newsletters on topical Flight Operations Monitoring items.
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Flight Operations Monitoring Program Process:
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2.7.2



Consideration of an Organization to Run a Flight Operations Monitoring Program Implementation of a Flight Operations Monitoring program is covered in Section 3, and Flight Event Analysis in Section 5, but study of the concept and components of such a system is not complete without considering the company organization and the people to be involved in planning, setting up and running the system. Section 2 gives the Regulatory Requirements that are already or are coming into force worldwide. These generally state that a Quality audit system must be under the responsibility of a designated individual, but do not specify the organization containing the various necessary functions such as Flight Data Monitoring. The integration of an FOM Program into an airline will depend upon its size and the organizational structure and matters such as its existing information technology. The following summary, based on the process diagram on the previous page, indicates the departments involved which need to be included the preliminary discussions: Engineering and Maintenance: Record the aircraft data on a suitable media, and supply this regularly to the FOM program. Carry out analysis on engineering/maintenance related matters, such as engine health and aircraft performance monitoring. Confirm the system remains serviceable and continues to provide comprehensive and valid data. Information Management Provide suitable hardware to run the analysis tools for engineering and the Flight Operations Monitoring programs. Provide staff short term to approve, install and setup the various software tools. Supply computer expert(s) long term to be part of the Flight Operations Monitoring team. Flight Operations Monitoring Department Responsible for the liaison between departments for the initial purchase of the system, agreement of the organization, the implementation of the system and the continued efficient running of the whole program, including event analysis, risk management and report generation. (Depending upon the organization of the airline, the Flight Operations Monitoring Department may be set up separately or be part of departments such as Flight Operations or Air Safety.) Flight Safety/Quality Audit In some airlines, the Flight Safety or Quality Audit Department is in charge of the Flight Operations Monitoring Program, and therefore takes on the duties listed under Flight Operations Monitoring Department. Otherwise Flight Safety and Quality Audit must agree with the FOM Department the detailed functions of the complete Flight Operations Monitoring program and the information to be supplied. Flight Operations Provide short term operational input to agree on the system to be purchased, events profiles, etc. Provide long term operational experts from each aircraft type to work in the Flight Operations Monitoring Department. Analyze information from FOM reports and create action plans when necessary to modify operating procedures, advise crews, liaise with outside authorities, etc. General Management/Other Departments Other departments may be involved in matters such as finance, office space, security, etc. As explained in the next paragraph, the benefits of a Flight Operations Monitoring program can reach across the whole airline, therefore all departments likely to be affected should be invited to participate in the early stages of the program so that such potential benefits are understood and can be achieved.
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2.8



Benefits of a Flight Operations Monitoring Program Introducing and running a Flight Operations Monitoring program is expensive but the benefits across the airline are considerable, a sample of which are given in this section. It is essential that all departments are aware of these potential benefits, so that the planning and implementation of the program described in Section 3 can achieve the maximum number of rewards. By so doing, a proactive attitude towards the program can be engendered throughout the company.



2.8.1



Benefits to Flight Operations A successful Flight Operations Monitoring program encourages adherence to Standard Operating Procedures, deters non-standard behavior and so enhances flight safety. Flight Data Monitoring systems are designed to trigger events which detect operations outside the normal profile in any part of the flight regime. Besides detecting serious hazards which require immediate investigation, these events can highlight “precursors” which may not have had serious consequences at the time, but which in future could combine with other difficulties to cause an incident, or have long term effects on aircraft or engine life. Examples include: Engine over-temperature Excessive rates of rotation Early/late rotation speed Risk of tail strike – on takeoff and landing Excessive bank angles after take-off Exceedance of flap limit speeds Exceedance of VMO MMO, Max Turbulence Penetration Speed (VRA) Low buffet margins Onset of stall conditions GPWS and TCAS warnings, validity and crew reaction False warnings of any system Unstable and rushed approaches Glide path excursions Contribution of Air Traffic Control in causing abnormal approaches Hard Landings Monitoring of fuel reserves Extreme weather conditions outside aircraft design limits Other benefits to Flight Operations matters may be financial and environmental: Fewer resources required to comply with Quality Audits from reduced oversight agreed with the National Airworthiness Authority. Monitoring of excess fuel carried and effect on payload and regularity. Excess fuel consumption by suboptimum operation – use of inappropriately high speeds throughout profile; poor choice of cruise altitude; early descent, flap and/or landing gear extension, etc. Monitoring takeoff, approach and landing procedures for effect of noise pollution on the environment, etc, including the influence of ATC.
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2.8.1.1 For Crew Members a properly developed and executed program must be: Confidential and anonymous. Non-punitive and without jeopardy to the crewmember’s career. Crew members should feel more secure in the knowledge that if they were to be involved in any incident or accident, then the indisputable facts from the FDM/AIRFASE would be available in assistance. Given sensitive management, crew members should also be reassured that any deficiencies in their operating techniques may be recognized before serious problems occur, and remedial training given if necessary. On some future aircraft, it may be possible to obtain a AIRFASE readout on the aircraft after the flight. This should be of an extra benefit to crews. 2.8.2



Benefits for Flight Training The Flight Operations Monitoring results can be used to enhance training performance. This interfacing of Flight Operations Monitoring and training is fully in line with the AQP (Advanced Qualification Program) concept developed by the FAA to continuously optimize flight crew training. It has also been used successfully by European airlines – see Section 2.1.4 Several applications can be investigated:



2.8.2.1 Building a Recurrent Training Curriculum In the US FAA AQP concept, the recurrent training is adapted to the trainee's needs identified during the "first look". Integrating Flight Operations Monitoring data (coming from the three types of tools) in the training feedback will allow to: Adapt the "first look" considering the weaknesses statistically detected in operations. Adapt and customize the recurrent training itself with appropriate exercises, if the weaknesses are confirmed during the first look. 2.8.2.2 Use AIRFASE for Debriefing LOFT Sessions Interfacing AIRFASE with training simulators will help in the debriefing of training sessions, by giving trainees immediate feedback on their performance (list of events detected, replay of the relevant parts of the flight). Training crews to the standards of AIRFASE event monitoring should also reduce operational deviations in subsequent line operations. 2.8.2.3 Use of AIRFASE for Monitoring Initial Operating Experience Flights (Line training) The analysis of data from IOE flights can identify which types of event occur particularly during the pilots’ initial training on the aircraft. Improving the Type rating transition training, taking into account these results, could reduce the time necessary for IOE.
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2.8.3



Benefits for Engineering and Maintenance The engineering Departments of several airlines use Flight Operations Monitoring data for fault diagnosis, engine health monitoring and fuel usage tracking. It is generally agreed that it is possible to save US $750,000 annually, on a long-haul international route, by identifying specific aircraft that have exceptionally high fuel-burn rate, there by being in position to adjust those aircraft's airframes and/or engines for greater efficiency and increase payloads on critical routes. The advantages to maintenance also overlap those shown for operations, by avoiding aircraft damage/repairs. Exceedance of flap limit speeds Engine over-temperature events Exceedance of VMO MMO, Max Turbulence Penetration Speed (VRA) Hard Landings Risk of tail strike Reliability of warning systems – false GPWS, fire warnings ……



2.8.4



Benefits for Commercial and Finance Departments Benefits to the Commercial Department: Improved payloads from improved airframe/engine efficiency and monitoring and refinement of reserve fuel. Benefits to the Finance Department: Reduced insurance costs, from acceptance of improved operational monitoring Confirmation of ATC navigation charges
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2.9



Flight Data Information Sharing As Flight Operations Monitoring becomes more widespread across the aviation industry, there are suggestions that safety related data should be shared in varying degrees amongst operators, airworthiness authorities, manufacturers, ATC, research establishments, etc. There are a number of current programs which share safety information, such as AIRS, part of British Airways BASIS, which forms part of the Airbus Flight Operations Monitoring System, and is described in Para 2.1.3. Another similar program is the IATA Safety Trend Evaluation, Analysis and Data Exchange System (STEADES). The Global Aviation Information Network (GAIN) Program has been set up with the overall objective to “promote and facilitate the voluntary collection and sharing of safety information by and among users in the international aviation community”. Captain John Marshall, of Monarch Airlines, has made a study of “Industry-Wide Exchange of Flight Data Monitoring Information” amongst 40 UK operators and other aviation bodies including Airbus. Extracts of his findings are shown for information.



2.7.1



Extracts of JR Marshall’s “Industry-Wide Exchange of Flight Data Monitoring Information”



2.9.1.1 Data Format Most Operators Willing to Share – FDM Statistical Information. All the UK operators were positive towards sharing statistical data generated by Flight Data Monitoring programs. However this was not considered to be ideal, due to: a. The difference in event calculation between FDM programs, and aircraft performance, and b. The large amounts of data that would include relatively benign events of little safety significance. 2.9.1.2 Data Considered Most Useful to Receive – Lessons Learned Operators were keen to receive the evidence and conclusions of other operators’ investigations into significant events. However, this was also the type of information that operators were least inclined to share. John Marshall saw the following advantages in this type of data: a. Information is not linked to a particular flight, thus protecting confidentiality. b. Events come from higher risk levels of the safety pyramid, thus do not involve large amounts of irrelevant data. c. Information is in a readily usable form without need for analysis. d. Even if from another region, the similarities in safety problems mean that such incidents are probably significant to other operators worldwide. 2.9.1.3 UK FDM Operators were Very Positive towards Sharing Raw Data with the UK CAA UK FDM operators were very positive about sharing de-identified raw data, statistical data, and data in support of Mandatory Occurrence Reports with the UK CAA. 2.9.1.4 Majority of Operators Willing to Share Data with Aircraft & Systems Manufacturers The majority of UK FDM operators were willing to share de-identified raw data and statistical data with aircraft and system manufacturers. 2.9.1.5 Significant No. of Operators Willing to Share Data with Research Agencies & Industry A significant proportion of UK FDM operators were willing to share de-identified raw data and statistical data with research studies made by agencies in the UK or abroad, such as QinetiQ/DERA, NASA, or universities, and with areas of the industry such as ATC and airport authorities and flight training organisations. 2.9.1.6 None of the UK FDM Operators Willing to Share Identified Data All of the UK FDM operators who responded to the questionnaire were unwilling to share identified data.
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3



IMPLEMENTATION OF A FLIGHT OPERATIONS MONITORING PROGRAM Implementation of a Flight Operations Monitoring Program can be divided into a number of interrelated activities including: 1. Evaluation of available systems involving all relevant departments to promote a proactive culture towards the program. Purchase of selected system with modification for the airline specific operation if necessary. 2. Planning for the FOM program organization and integration into the airline structure. 3. Selection and initial training of members of the Flight Operations Monitoring Team. 4. Installation of equipment and software tools, and running the complete system over a suitable period, with on the job training of the core team. 5. Start of live operation, with on job training for the remainder of the monitoring team.



3.1



Evaluation, Selection and Purchase of an FOM System



3.1.1



Evaluation Process can Initiate a Proactive Company Culture to the FOM Program A Flight Ops Monitoring Program is expensive in terms of tools purchased, installation, personnel involvement, training and general support. Although becoming mandatory in many states, an FOM program might be seen by parts of the airline as a drain on already stretched resources. Section 2.6 shows that real benefits from the program can gained throughout the airline, therefore it is essential that departments likely to be affected are involved from the early planning stages to ensure that: a. Everyone in the airline is aware of the benefits that are available, b. The system purchased enables the maximum benefits to be achieved, and any possible compatibility issues or other difficulties are resolved at the outset. c. The program is received proactively throughout the company. Introduction of a new program such as FOM, which can affect many departments, might be seen as a threat and provoke some defensive reactions. Proactive involvement can help overcome any such negative tendencies.



3.1.2



Selection and Purchase of a Suitable FOM System Before starting the selection process, members of the selection team must be fully aware of the requirements and aims of the FOM program. Para 2.3 shows that it is the policy of Airbus to provide support in these and other areas. Besides this Handbook, the Airbus publications “Flight Safety Manager’s Handbook” and “Efficient Use of Flight Data Monitoring” give suitable guidance. Each airline has its own slight operational variations and needs, and it is likely that modification will be necessary to any FOM system selected, such as to the type of events in the FDM profile, reports produced, etc. These are types of requirements that should be included in the purchase agreement.
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3.2



Planning for the FOM Organization into the Airline



3.2.1



Organization and Nature of the Flight Operations Monitoring Team A Flight Operations Monitoring program requires a dedicated team with a high degree of integrity, specialization and logistical support. Depending on the airline structure and size, a specific Flight Operations Monitoring department can be created. Otherwise, the FOM team can be incorporated in an existing department such as the Flight Safety or Quality Assurance Departments. In some airlines, Flight Data Monitoring is part of Flight Operations Technical. Wherever the team is located, it is essential that everyone involved with FOM, recognizes that the program can only succeed if it remains founded on a bond of trust between the operator, its flight crews and the regulatory authority.



3.2.2



Relationship with Quality System and Accident Prevention and Flight Safety Programs Flight Operations Monitoring is fundamental part of the Quality System and Accident Prevention and Flight Safety programs, such as required by the European Regulations shown in Para 2.2.3. The organizational structure must ensure that the FOM program complies with the requirements of these airline departments, who in turn have their policies agreed by the National Airworthiness Authorities.



3.2.3



Secure Location of the Flight Operations Monitoring Equipment and Data The data used by the FOM program is highly confidential. It is a basic agreement with all parties that any information that is published outside the department must be de-identified. All FOM equipment and data must be absolutely secure. This must remain a top priority in the type and location of the computer system to be used, which may be a single system or networked according to the size and capability of the operator.



3.3



Flight Operation Monitoring Tasks and Qualification of Experts



3.3.1



Flight Operations Monitoring Tasks Flight Operations Monitoring data management involves: Collection and processing of AIRFASE data Collection and processing of Crew LOAS Observations evaluation sheets Collection and processing of Crew AIRS Reports Analysis of results, including individual events, safety trends and risk assessment Publication of regular reports with appropriate recommendations when necessary to Flight Operations, Air Safety/Quality Departments, Top Management and the general airline community



3.3.2



General Rules for Creating Reports The following basic rules should be used when creating Flight Operations Monitoring reports: Reports must be designed in consultation with and for each user, restricted to the data needed, and clearly understandable



3.3.3



Tasks and Qualifications of Computer and Operational Experts 1. System Engineers:
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Run systems, perform data fine filtering, confirm event detection and initial classification Ensure that all data generated is securely stored Participate in production of statistical reports Qualifications required for this position are: Advanced analytical skills Advanced electronic data processing experience Advanced knowledge in aeronautic principles and technology Good knowledge of global operating practices 2. Aircraft Type Qualified Fleet Analysts or “gate keepers”: Confirm events for operational validity Review high risk events in detail, contacting crews through agreed procedure if necessary Participate in producing statistical reports, safety trend and risk analysis Include operational comments an/or suggestions in reports when appropriate Qualifications required for this position are: Air Transport Pilot Licence Qualified line pilot, type rated on the aircraft analyzed Wide experience of routes and type of operation Computer literacy Qualified in Human Factors Sound knowledge of Quality Management These pilots must be approved by the pilot community, as they ensure confidentiality of the data and form the link with the pilot community. Personnel for these positions should be selected in time for them to be trained and in place for the installation of the FOM system. It must be a selection requirement for all members of the FOM team to be of an equable temperament, and thus be able to have the confidence of the entire airline community, especially amongst flight crew members who can have the most exposure from the system. (See Section 5 for further details.)



AIRBUS AIR FRANCE CATHAY PACIFIC AEROCONSEIL
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AIRBUS FLIGHT OPERATIONS MONITORING HANDBOOK
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SECTION 3 – IMPLEMENTATION OF AN FOM PROGRAM INSTALLATION AND START UP OF AN FOM PROGRAM



Issue 3 Apr 02



Installation of the FOM System and Training of Airline Personnel Airbus provides appropriate technical and operational support for installation and training during the initial operating periods, as shown in Section 3. For AIRFASE, this is normally about 2 weeks initially, with short visits for further training after 3 and 6 months. Installation is quick and the system can be running within a few days.



3.4.1



Installation of the Hardware and Software Tools Installation of the hardware is usually the responsibility of the airline and is straightforward, always remembering that all equipment must be housed in a secure area with the data remaining secure at all times. Software tools such as AIRFASE are now mature and installation is also straight forward. An Airbus engineer is normally in support for about 2 weeks for installation and initial training. The system may be run immediately, at first mainly involving the computer experts to confirm that the complete system is operating correctly from aircraft data download through to event detection and report generation, with appropriate security and confidentiality safeguards.



3.4.2



Running the Complete Program with Operational Data Once the system is confirmed to be correctly matched to the airlines aircraft and operation, the computer analysts can be joined by the airline’s pilot operational experts. The complete program may then run on a trial basis using aircraft data through to event investigation, report generation, trend and risk analysis.



3.4.3



Initial Live Operation with Continued On the Job Training After the program has run for a satisfactory trial period and the FOM Team is comfortable with report generation and analysis, the FOM program can go live, providing reports and data to the airline community. Airbus engineers and pilots normally return after about 3 months for support training, and finally about 3 months later. Further training should not be necessary, but Airbus support remains always available on request.



3.4.4



FOM Programs are Continually Improving, but Must Remain Cost effective As also explained in Section 5, the Flight Operations Monitoring Program is a developing process. Although the software tools such as AIRFASE as are mature, as the operator’s route and environment change, some elements of events and profiles may require revision. Modifications may be needed to cover specific information for projects requested by departments inside and outside the airline, such as ATC. New technology will undoubtedly permit improvements in the speed and capability of systems. However, the prime aim of Flight Operations Monitoring is to maintain safety standards at an acceptable level of risk, in which cost is a consideration. As in any area of the airline business, all improvements and other work must be cost effective.
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4



AIRLINE EXPERIENCE IN FLIGHT OPERATIONS MONITORING PROGRAMS



4.1



AIR FRANCE experience



4.1.1



History of Recorded Flight Data Monitoring Implementation at AIR FRANCE. Systematic flight data analysis, now commonly referred to as a component of FOQA (Flight Operations Quality Assurance), has been implemented at AIR FRANCE since 1974 as a result of a formal agreement between airline management and cockpit crew organizations. The key points of this agreement are: Anonymity and immunity of the crew involved (under conditions). Implementation of a Flight Data Analysis safety committee, gathering pilots from the management and pilots union representatives, who meet 6 times a year. They examine selected QAR/DAR events and may recommend corrective actions. Feedback from cockpit crew (through de-identified written reports). Publication of a Flight Data Analysis bulletin presenting the most significant events and lessons learned. The main goal of Flight Data Analysis is safety management. But the use of Flight Data Analysis for maintenance (engine and aircraft performance monitoring, troubleshooting) and miscellaneous applications (such as checking invoices for ATC en route fees) results in some financial benefits. All airplanes in AIR FRANCE fleet (210 on March 31st, 1999) are QAR (or DAR) equipped, and all recorded data is systematically processed. More than 500 tapes or optical disks are processed each week. Today, data from more than 85 % of legs flown were recovered (some data were lost due to technical problems and AIR FRANCE is working on solutions to improve this rate). The change from magnetic tape to optical disc brought a real improvement. With such a large amount of data the challenge is to use it in the most efficient way for safety management.



4.1.2



Today’s Organization The Prevention and Safety Department is in charge of running the Flight Data Analysis activity which is part of a set multiple feed back channels made of confidential reports (human factor aspects), BASIS ASR tool, incident investigation reports and feed back from a team of 10 Flight Safety Officers (captains) in addition to exchanges with other airlines and safety organizations around the world. The department’s chief is a captain, accountable for the compliance to the non punitive policy of the flight data analysis and the confidential system tool. He reports to the Executive VP Flight Operations. Until today, the Flight Data Analysis tool was based on an in house software named CARINE 2. In 2000 Air France decided to buy the SAGEM tool “AGS” in order to take benefits of the lessons learned from a wider range of users and to “benchmark” in a more efficient manner tour own use of the tool. The Flight data analysis organization gathers a technical support for computer program, a team of analysts and a captain who selects and manages the analysis for the flight operation aspects. He is in charge of preparing the events presented to the flight data analysis safety committee and to collect the confidential crew reports about these events.
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4.1.3



Communication and Reporting: Confidentiality management, Type of reporting, Frequency. Whenever a significant event is automatically detected and validated by an analyst, the captain in charge of the program assesses the event and, depending on its nature, sends questions to the crew. This captain does not know the name of the crew members and a person chosen by both management and union is responsible of identifying the name of the crew involved and of sending the file to the crew. This person does not know the content of the file. Every two months, a selection of the few most significant events is presented to the Flight Data Analysis safety committee which may recommend corrective actions related to documents, training and even ATC or manufacturers. There is anonymity if the event is only known through the detection of the data analysis tool. There is no confidentiality in the rare circumstances when there is damage to the plane or complaints from ATC. A selection of events presented to the flight data analysis safety committee is published in a Flight Data Analysis bulletin destined to all pilots and flight engineers. By doing this, the lessons learned can be shared. This is critical to obtain and maintain crew members adhesion to the process, together with cockpit crew organizations involvement in the flight Data Analysis committee. By publishing events, we introduce some transparency and make the process more real. Finally such a publication encourages to report by reducing fear or anxiety to be punished. As a complement to the committee, statistics are used to assess practices and measure the effectiveness of some corrective actions. Results of Flight Data Analysis implementation in operation safety, training and operational standards. After 27 years of existence, Air France Flight Data Analysis system is widely accepted and is an integral part of airline operations. Despite some inherent limitations, it plays a key role in implementation of Air France A.R.M. (Accident prevention and Risk Management) which first task consists in making safety related event visible, understandable and usable for prevention. Significant QAR/DAR events are understood as precursors of accidents. With trend data supported by statistics it helps to define (or modify) prevention strategies and corrective actions. However, we should bear in mind that our first priority should remain the prevention of “top four” accidents (CFIT, Loss of control in flight, Midair Collision and Runway Collision). To achieve this goal, Flight Data Analysis system is unable to detect some events such as runway incursions as well as taxiways confusions (failure to follow a taxi clearance), leading to runway collisions at high speed with an aircraft landing or taking off. We may assume that runway incursions are adequately reported by ATC and/or crews, but the fact is that we have to rely on sources other than Flight Data Analysis when addressing the risk of Tenerife type accidents.
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4.1.4



AIR FRANCE Case Study Early 1992 a B767 took-off from San Francisco with a take-off weight of 134 tons. During the initial climb, the indicated air speed decreased to near V2 while the aircraft pitch attitude was steadily increasing to reach 24° at 2600 ft. Then, the Pilot in Command vigorously reacted by reducing the aircraft pitch attitude, but the indicated air speed continued to decrease till reaching V2 – 25 kt. This event which occurred in 1992, illustrates one of the take-off speed regressions regularly detected through flight analysis since the B767 came into service. This above-mentioned regression to V2 – 25 kt was the most serious incident. Crew members were alerted about these repetitive events through notes and flashes issued by the Flight Analysis Department. Instructions to limit the aircraft pitch attitude to 20°, whatever information given by the flight director, have been added to the Flight Manual. About three years later, early 1995, another B767 took-off from the 28R runway of San Francisco airport. The same type of incident happened again. Despite a decrease in their frequency, the speed regression phenomena had not yet disappeared. It was then necessary to start from the beginning to identify more clearly the source of the problem, find and implement a solution in order to resolve the series of incidents. In conjunction with the Flight Analysis department, all 80 B767 take-off between February 28th and March 8th 1995 were systematically analyzed. The detailed analysis of these events finally revealed the source of the problem. 36 out of 80 take-off showed a speed regression in excess of 10 kt and 8 out of them nearly reached a V2 (V2 – 1 kt) minimum speed. The normal climb speed lays between V2 + 15 kt and V2 + 25 kt, which means that we managed to underline an almost 20 kt deficiency for 10 % of the take-off not exceeding 20° pitch attitude. Actually, the regressions occurred with 17°-to-19° aircraft pitch attitudes, probably commanded by the flight director. In order to convince the crew members and to provide source for thought within the division, the most significant examples were displayed in the B767 Flight Safety Officer’s office. Some of the crew members considered this notice a bit aggressive but it allowed most of them to realize the importance of the problem. This notice underlined the very frequent crew error that had not been revealed by the comments done to the check pilots. During the month of March 1995, we discussed a great deal of the matter and many pilots gave us their observations during the flight. The flight director functioning seemed to be the origin of the problem: aircraft pitch-up attitude corrections were often too important and late compared with the airspeed indicator tendency command. We then informed Boeing of our incidents analysis and published an operational information to all the B767 pilots in April 1995 mentioning what revealed the flight analysis department and giving new instructions as well as some recommendations:
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“Memorize during the briefing the aircraft pitch attitude and the target speed to hold. Stop the rotation at 15° and then, depending on the airspeed and the airspeed excursion tendency, adjust the aircraft pitch attitude to obtain V2 +/- 5 kt. Do not take into account information provided by the flight director between 0 and 1500 ft.” The crew members were also informed that another systematic examination would be done in June to check whether the instructions provided were efficient or not. During the next two months, they discussed the matter. Instructors and check pilots relayed the information. The instructions were displayed in the office of the flight safety officer and an Operational Information added to the technical Flight File used before each flight, in order to remind the crew members of this existence before each flight. The message seemed to be passing well. At the end of June 1995, a new detailed analysis of 100 flights was carried out. Very encouraging improvements were noticed. After 10% of worrying speed regressions observed in March 1995, only one of this sample was observed, that is to say 1% (with a speed of V2 + 3 kt and a aircraft pitch attitude maintained at 17°). Again, the new information was passed on to the crew members following the same crew member information method. In July 1995, the preceding instructions were added to the Flight Manual and, the Flight Data Analysis department started to keep a close eye on initial climb speeds in order to react as soon as something would again go wrong. Then, the results of early 1996 were very satisfactory. We could even imagine that these problems would disappear. In the last 1500 takeoffs, only two were pointed out by the flight analysis department with a speed inferior to V2 + 10 kt. This achievement is the result of a whole working team, the best participant being the captain of the flight that has been analyzed early 1995. After he experienced such a scenario, he contacted the flight safety officer of the B767 fleet division to offer him to co-operate. This close collaboration allowed to properly steer the research and to really identify the problem. His analysis and his co-operation were crucial to the success of this action. This case study demonstrates one of the numerous way we can use efficiently a good flight data analysis tool. Very recently a comprehensive study was made in order to assess the crew response to TCAS RA warning. This study is used today to document a training conference. An other example is advisory information which are published on some approach plates in order to warn the crew about stabilization problems related to airport where recurrent unstabilized approaches are detected (because of ATC instruction, tail wind component or other factors).



4.2



CATHAY PACIFIC experience



4.2.1



History In 1989 the decision was made to equip CX aircraft with QAR’s. In 1992 a readout station to handle data from the L1011 and classic B747 was purchased. By 1995 all aircraft were equipped with QAR’s. In 1998 control for flight data readout and analysis was transferred from the Engineering Department to the Corporate Safety Department (CSD). Also in 1998 the current readout system, a Flight Data Company GRAF system, was updated. A systematic Flight Data Analysis Program (FDAP), which is CATHAY PACIFIC Airways implementation of FDM, began in early 1999. Collaboration with AIRBUS on AIRFASE began in 1999.
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CX also provides third-party FDAP services for DRAGONAIR (commenced in 1998) and for Air Hong Kong (commenced in 2000). 4.2.2



Fleet 22 B747-400 4 B747-200F 7 B777-300 5 B777-200 14 A340-300 12 A330-300 DRAGONAIR (A330 & A320/1) and Air Hong Kong (B747F) aircraft are also covered.
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4.2.3 4.2.4



4.2.5



Parameters Date:



Fleet:



No. of Parameters:



1981



B747-200F



139



1988



A320



404



1989



B747-400



428



1993



A340-300



434



1994



A330-300



403



1998



B777-200/300



1,321



What are the uses of QAR data? Engineering troubleshooting and analysis (eg. Engine overtemps, MMO/VMO exceedances, N1 fluctuations, IFSD due to engine vibration). Mandatory Occurrence Report and Air Safety Report investigations (eg. inaccurate weather forecasts, windshear and turbulence encounters, GPWS events, ATC procedures/clearances). Autoland analysis and regulatory compliance. Special scientific studies (eg. the Hong Kong Observatory are using QAR data in their study of turbulence and windshear at CLK). Flight Data Analysis Program (FDAP)



4.2.6



FDAP Organization The FDAP is run by the CSD and is endorsed by the local pilots association, the Hong Kong Aircrew Officers Association (HKAOA). There is a formal written agreement between the company and the HKAOA governing the use of QAR data. The sole purpose of the FDAP is to enhance flight safety and the company and the HKAOA have agreed that this data cannot be used to check an individual pilot’s performance. The FDAP enhances flight safety through the routine analysis of flight data and approximately 70% of all flights are scanned. While the aim is to scan all flights, in practice this is not achieved. The main reason is OQAR unreliability. The recommendations that flow from this analysis can result in changes to training programs, SOP’s, air traffic control procedures, airport maintenance and design, and aircraft operation and design. A FDAP can identify problems that were previously unknown or only suspected and by timely intervention prevent incidents or accidents from occurring.
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4.2.7



What are FDAP Events? An event is recorded when preset criteria (parameter value and duration) are exceeded. Events have two thresholds, a detect limit and an alert limit. Alert limits reflect CX SOP’s or flight manual requirements while detect limits can be used to show how often the alert limits are being approached. For example: Event Detect Limit Alert Limit



: : :



B744 MMO exceedance Mach > MMO 0.01 for at least 5 seconds Mach > MMO 0.03 for at least 1 second



CSD, the Flight Data Analysis Team and the Line Operations Monitoring (AIRFASE) committee regularly review the detect and alert limits and can change the limits. Detect limits are more likely to be adjusted than alert limits. 4.2.8



The Flight Data Analysis Team This team evaluates all FDAP events. At this stage the data which is analyzed is not de-identified and all team members must sign a confidentiality agreement before joining. The team comprises CSD staff and approximately 5 line Boeing pilots and 5 line Airbus pilots. The pilot input to the team is very valuable as it provides local knowledge of airports and ATC procedures as well as the flying experience. The pilot members can be Captains, First Officers or Second Officers. Pilots who are part of the check and training system are not employed in this function.



4.2.9



What happens if an event is triggered? Event data is stored in a secure database (located in and controlled by CSD). Every two months event data is analyzed by the Flight Data Analysis Team for statistical and trend monitoring purposes. The Flight Data Analysis Team meets for 3 days and using their operational knowledge of the aircraft and CX ports they analyze the QAR data from various viewpoints. Identified trends can be applicable to all CX aircraft or to one particular fleet or to an individual port. Trends are compared with previous analysis periods and across fleets. The team produce a de-identified report for review by the Line Operations Monitoring (AIRFASE) committee. The committee is chaired by GM Flying and includes CSD, Fleet Management, Simulator Instructors, HKAOA and Engineering. Although QAR’s record hundreds of parameters, the flight crew can sometimes provide valuable information that cannot be obtained from the QAR (such as ATC requirements, weather conditions eg. visibility and the serviceability of navigation aids). This information can be very useful in analyzing an event and understanding its significance. Under the agreement with the HKAOA, any exceedance may be the subject of a confidential discussion between the commander of the flight involved and the Head of the CSD. Such discussion is for the sole purpose of establishing additional pertinent information. Only the Head of the CSD knows the commander’s identity.
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4.2.10 The Flight Data Centre The Flight Data Centre is located within the CSD and houses the readout equipment and storage for the QAR disks and tapes. The Flight Data Centre has 3 staff members. 4.2.11 Feedback of FDAP Results to Crew A newsletter, entitled Heads Up, is produced by the CSD and the Flight Data Analysis Team every two months to coincide with the event review cycle. The newsletter provides de-identified information about event trends and which airports/runways are over-represented in the statistics. It is circulated to all pilots. 4.2.12 An Example of FDAP In Operation A member of the Flight Data Analysis Team, writes about a successful result of the FDAP: “Since the Flight Data Analysis Team started QAR analysis in mid-1999, XXX has featured with some high sink rates below 2,000 feet and late landing flap events. For those who do not operate into XXX, runways XXL & XXR are preferred by ATC for arrival. Most traffic arriving into XXX is from the north-east, east or south-east. Airspace is very limited due to a number of airports in the vicinity. Traffic density is high at the time of our arrival. CX XXX is usually cleared to this overseas port by the XX STAR. The track is XXX degrees to the VOR, which is located at the field. Speed control is 250 kts below 10,000 feet. ATC usually hold arriving aircraft from the north-west at 10,000 feet until over the VOR. Radar headings are then given for a short right or left downwind. A heading is then given to fit in with other arriving traffic, to intercept the ILS on XXL or XXR. This arrival procedure frequently results in very few track miles to lose the 10,000 ft from overhead the VOR/field. Even though aircraft were configured with flap/gear/speedbrake overhead the VOR, a significant number of high sink rate/late landing flap events and go-around have occurred at XXX. When the Flight Data Analysis Team noted the sink rate and late land flap events, it was reported to the Line Operations Monitoring (AIRFASE) committee. The Chief Pilot (AIRBUS) then flew a pattern to XXX and visited the ATC Center to meet with ATC Management. XXX ATC was appraised of the A340’s low drag during descent and the difficulty in descending rapidly. XXX ATC have requested that our crews inform them if more track miles are required when they are given the base turn. It is pleasing to note a reduction in XXX sink rate and late configuration events in the period since the Chief Pilot’s meeting with XXX ATC. The trend will be monitored by the Flight Data Analysis Team and will hopefully continue.
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5



FLIGHT EVENT ANALYSIS GUIDELINES



5.1



Introduction



5.1.1



Purpose This document describes how to set up the analysis of significant events and operational deviations that are judged to be critical for the safety of airline operations. From the routine collection of data recorded on each aircraft, the flight event analysis system should be able to: a. b. c. d. e. f. g.



5.1.2



Identify potential voluntary or involuntary deviations from the Standard Operating Procedures Identify drifting attitudes or abnormal deviation trends from daily flights. Describe abnormal or hazardous events. Highlight any potential risks facing the airline. Provide airline management with relevant safety indicators. Support airline safety strategies and action plans. Monitor the efficiency of action plans.



Assumed Prerequisites – Flight Operations Monitoring Program and Organization These guidelines presuppose that the Airlines have already developed a Flight Operations Monitoring program and have the following requirements in place: i



An agreement with flight crews for strict anonymity and confidentiality in use of the data, and with all other personnel involved to ensure total cooperation in the project. ii A Flight Data Monitoring tool to process the data retrieved from the aircraft flight data recorders. iii A safety organization which includes a Fight Data Monitoring team fully trained to operate the tools and create reports. iv The capability to monitor and maintain the serviceability of the whole Flight Data program. v A monitoring system, which includes the aircraft recorders through to the analysis software. vi A definition of the airline safety strategy. vii A definition of the task and scope of the Flight Safety Review Board. viii Production and distribution of a newsletter to include the flight event analysis report and the crews' feedback, together with operational and educational material. ix A system to ensure the follow up of any safety related modifications and improvements to SOP, flight documentation, aircraft systems, ATC procedures, etc. 5.1.3



Supporting Programs – LOAS and AIRS Information from in flight observations, crew reports or other channels should be used to corroborate the information from the flight data analysis system. Airbus offers two tools in this regard: Line Operations Analysis System – to analyze in flights reports made by observers on crew and infrastructure performance. Airline Information Reporting System – to analyze Human Factors reports raised by crews.
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5.2



Overview of Flight Event Analysis, Objectives and Requirements



5.2.1



Processes Carried Out by the Software Package and the Analysis Team The Flight Data Monitoring tool extracts and processes the flight data automatically. However all monitoring systems have limitations and certain items may have to be resolved by expert human analysis. Advanced flight data monitoring tools use software routines written specifically to combine several parameters or single events in order to detect hazardous events or abnormal situations. Such as detection of: -



Non-stabilized approach, Risk of tail strike High/low energy situation in approach…



When such programs are not installed, the analysis experts must analyze the flight data manually to detect critical events that may be able to provide evidence from which lessons may be learned. The team should try to categorize events and to relate them to any precursors. (Precursors are events, which may forewarn of or possibly lead to significant incidents or accidents.) The following tasks have to be performed by the flight event analysis team: i



Confirmation that the maximum amount of data is being retrieved from the aircraft, by verifying the integrity of the sensors, the recording and retrieval systems. ii General validation of data after initial processing. iii Review of data integrity in high deviation events. iv Assess the relevance of high deviation events. v Trend correlation and statistical analysis. vi Provide a comprehensive report of the analysis results. vii Provide the airline management with safety trends. viii Monitor the efficiency of any action plan, including impact of changes to procedures, operational documentation and aircraft system modifications. 5.2.2



Qualifications of the Analysis Experts The quality and the efficiency of the flight event analysis will always remain dependent on the experience and the skills of the analysis experts. System Engineers: - are in charge of technical matters such as flight data recorder serviceability and PC analysis programs. Aircraft Type Qualified Pilots with Knowledge of the Route: - are responsible for the operational aspects in the analysis. Since analysis of the same event may lead to different conclusions, analysts need a good knowledge of aircraft characteristics, airline SOPs, management safety requirements, airline safety culture and the various operational environments. It is essential to maintain a good relationship between the airline management, the flight crews and union representatives. This should be achieved by an appropriate, harmonious, organization of the safety department, whose members should all possess an equable temperament.
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5.2.3



Content and Targets of the Reports Produced by the Flight Analysis Team The analysts must base their assumptions on statistics and/or analysis of specific events. The statistical results are mainly: - Used to indicate the progress of the safety program to management. The lessons learned from specific events are mainly: - Of interest to Flight crews, Flight Operations and Training Departments. The reports should provide: Each level of airline management with: - A clear assessment of the current operational hazards and safety trends, - Assessment of the safety margin that exists between critical events and unacceptable risks - Highlights of good trends as well as weaknesses. The analysis team does not usually recommend the remedial actions but reports regularly to the Flight Operations Management, which is normally responsible for defining and evaluating solutions to resolve the problems highlighted by the analysis team.
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5.2.4



Process Overview:
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5.3



Retrieval, Processing and Validation of Flight Data



The main purpose of data and event validation is to ensure that the data downloaded is complete and that the corresponding database is clean and accurate. All doubtful flights or events must be removed and kept separate from the normal database.



5.3.1



Data Retrieval The flight data-monitoring tool acquires and processes the appropriate raw data from the flight data recorders. A high level of reliability of the recording media (optical disk, PCMCIA, tapes) is essential to retrieve a high percentage of usable data. The percentage of data retrieved for use by the analysis system should Tapes : From 40 to 80% of the total aircraft recorded raw data. Optical disc and PCMCIA: At least 95% of the total aircraft recorded raw data. The rate of retrieval and quality of the data should be monitored continuously, and action taken if necessary to ensure that the serviceability of the equipment is maintained.



5.3.2



Initial Processing The raw data extracted from the aircraft flight data recorder cannot be read directly by the analysis software, and must first be processed to become usable by the analysis tool. The particular process depends upon the type of data extracted, but must always be run before the analysis computation. Airbus AIRFASE FDM program designates this as Level 0 of the Data Processing – see graphic Para 3.1.3. During this filtering and conversion process, AIRFASE also defines the flight phases and some of the limitations (Max and Min speeds allowed: VMO/VLE, MMO, VLS…), as shown below.



5.3.2.1 Examples of the AIRFASE Filtering Process in Data Processing Level 0: Filtering an Altitude :



Initial Initial ALT ALT data data



Filtered data data Filtered
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5.3.2



Initial Processing - continued



5.3.2.1 Examples of the AIRFASE Filtering Process in Data Processing Level 0: Indicating the Landing Gear Extension/Retraction in a Simple Graph :



LDG NOSE LDG NOSE LDG LEFT LDG LEFT LDG RIGHT LDG status



LDG RIGHT



Creating different severity level deviations from the size and duration of the deviation : If the Time Over Limit does not exceed a given time and value, the TOL is identified as low. 2 higher values will define a TOL amber, and 2 higher still a TOL red.



TOL3 TOL2 TOL 1



TOL 1



“Time over limit” type



DELTA TO L



TO L



Overshoot counting type
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5.3.2



Initial Processing - continued



5.3.2.1 Examples of the AIRFASE Filtering Process in Data Processing Level 0:



Conditional monitoring for an event (green line) linked to the landing gear position :



Rotation



LDG status Conditional monitoring type



Creating a turbulence event from multiple deviations of vertical acceleration :



Vertical "G"



Turbulence Detection



TURBULENCE
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5.3.2.2 Data Process



5.3.2.3 Diagram
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5.3.3 Validation



5.3.3.1 Flight Data Validation (Data Integrity) Integrity of data encompasses the recorders, the software analysis program and the integrity of the processing. Proper validation of all the data throughout the monitoring process is a major task of the system engineer, and is essential for a correct analysis to be achieved. Advanced flight data monitoring tools can perform a large part of these filtering, validating and data rejection operations, but manual validation is necessary to ensure the integrity of the final data that will be used. A high level of reliability of the recording media (optical disk, PCMCIA, tapes) is essential to retrieve a high percentage of usable data. The rate of retrieval and quality of the data should be monitored continuously, and action taken if necessary to ensure that the serviceability of the equipment is maintained. Analysis results may be affected by: -



faulty transducers, insufficient sample of retrieved data, filtering process that modifies the original values, data not precise enough to be used for analysis.



Events are created by establishing the characteristics and range of parameters throughout a normal flight, and from that baseline the size of any deviations is compared with a programmed-acceptable range for air safety. FDM programs perform the initial detection and filtering of events, whilst the system engineer performs the fine filtering before it is passed for final analysis. It is important to establish why an event has been rejected and to take action to improve the quality of the data to avoid similar future rejections. If events are not validated properly, any conclusions and trends will be incorrect, possibly leading to inappropriate safety decisions. 5.3.3.2 Event Validation An optimum event detection and validation process starts with the accurate definition of the events themselves. According to Airline experience, a significant percentage of the events selected by the program can be suspect and need to be more deeply scrutinized. The questions to be answered when an event is being validated, should include: - Is the event in the category that is being searched? - If the event is not confirmed, should it be retained for other purposes? Events that are not validated may distort the results of the statistical analysis. Therefore absolute values should not be considered reliable until the program has reached an acceptable and repeatable level of accuracy.
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5.3.3.3 Examples of Flight Data Validation for an Event: 1st Example:



Path Low at 800 feet AGL



The event detection is correct, the aircraft was flown about 1° below the normal 3° glide path. The next level of analysis must determine: Could the event have been part of a normal procedure, eg a visual approach into the airport runway? If so: What were the weather conditions at the time? 2nd Example:



Late Gear Retraction After Takeoff



When a late gear retraction is detected after takeoff, the event must be analyzed since the FDM cannot provide a clear explanation, The next level of analysis must determine if it is a crew omission or a special procedure to delay the gear retraction (hot brakes).
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5.3.3.4 Method of Validation Advanced FDM programs can replay the processed flight data on a display similar to the aircraft's flight instruments. Other parameters relevant to the understanding of event can be shown on request. This process enables a simple, fast and accurate validation. In most cases, a crew report is needed to complete the analysis of an event. When an event is discarded for invalid data or other reasons, it must also be rejected from the data base. This will avoid distorting other results and statistics. Examples of valid and rejected events should be retained for analyst training and familiarization. New events must not be entered into the main database until they have been correctly validated. Advanced FDM tools do not usually integrate data into the database unless it has been validated and authorized by the analyst.



5.3.4



Time Required for Retrieval, Processing, Analysis and Validation of Flight Recorded Data. From Airline Experience Monitoring about 100 events with 3-degree severity levels
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5.4 5.4.1



Selection of Events for Analysis Prime Objectives of Event Selection The prime objective of event selection is to identify any precursors of a possible incident or an accident. Since the aircraft recorder systems can gather thousands of parameters, airlines must select the criteria which monitor the airline’s operations most effectively for their safety program. It is recommended to focus particularly on the precursors of the 4 following accident categories: CFIT Loss of control in flight Midair collision Collision on ground Experience has shown that the current available data is sufficient to detect and monitor: - Unstabilized approaches – that are precursors of CFIT - Runway excursions – where the aircraft leaves the runway paved surface - Hard landings - Tail strikes It is also possible to detect events such as: - Reduced stall margin - Excessive pitch or bank angle that are precursors of loss of control. Both CFIT and loss of control are causes of fatal accidents.



5.4.2



Selection of Events to Analyze in Detail Should the team analyze all detected events? No, since FDM programs retrieve thousand of events. Only events that are considered significant in the current safety monitoring program should be validated manually, according to their severity levels. Events can be classified into 3 severity levels depending upon the deviation values: Low severity: Yellow Medium severity: Amber High severity: Red Yellow events: Are statistically important because they can indicate the airline trend for a given event. As long as the trend is consistent with the previous values, yellow events may be accepted without validation. If the trend is abnormal, more attention must be paid to similar amber and red events. Amber events: Should be investigated as a group. Red events: Require a specific validation and analysis, which can require time and expertise.
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5.4.3



Investigation of Particular Problem Areas When safety information is required for a perceived problem area, data containing the type of events to be investigated should be retrieved and analyzed to establish the number and severity level of any events. The selection of events for analysis should be seen as a continuous and evolving process. For example: Investigation of the number of insufficient ground clearance events at takeoff, and the factors leading to this deviation. Some aircraft are more sensitive to tail strikes than others, but the environment at airports may produce circumstances that can lead to tail strikes (steep approaches, frequent severe weather etc). The analyst must weigh the different parameters and assess their effects on the events. Therefore, events selected for analysis may differ slightly with the airport, airplane, crew qualification, SOP or airline culture, etc.



5.4.4



Events Using Combined Data: When an event cannot be determined using a single item of data e.g. rushed approach, it is necessary to define an algorithm that will combine several items of retrieved data. Some modern FDM systems are programmed to use specific algorithms to detect and select these events, but most often, it is the expertise of the analyst that detects such events. As stated previously, the correct selection of automatic in-flight data retrieval is essential to build a proper safety follow-up program.



5.4.5



AIRFASE Definition of Single and Combined Events, and Total Risk Exposure AIRFASE defines 2 levels of events: Level 1: Single Event Defined by one parameter. This single event is retrieved when the parameter reaches an abnormal value for a minimum duration. Level 2: Combined Event If the parameter reaches an abnormal value for a longer period of time, AIRFASE does not detect several identical events but considers this exceedance as a continuous event. The Total Risk Exposure is the result of the combination of events, taking into account the degree of severity of each event. The lists below in 5.4.5.1 & 2 show events of High and Low risk eligible for specific analysis. It is an extract from the AIRFASE list of events.
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5.4.5.1 List of Events with a High Potential Risk.



DESCRIPTION Significant tail wind at landing Sustained double stick inputs Bank angle Path low/high on track during approach Alpha floor or stall warning TCAS RA warning GPWS warning above 1000 feet GPWS warning between 500 ft and 1000 ft GPWS warning below 500 feet Continuously low during final Continuously slow during final Continuously high during final Continuously fast during final Continuously steep during final Low energy situation in approach High energy situation in approach



REMARKS



Combined event Combined event Combined event Combined event Combined event Combined event Combined event
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5.4.5.2 List of Events of Lower Risk, but which could be Significant in High Numbers DESCRIPTION Rotation speed high Excessive speed at low altitude High speed at landing Low speed at landing Tire speed limit at landing Rejected takeoff Speed below VLS in final Pitch high at initial climb (h 
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